
h  New for 2001 — Available Now!
THE BEDFORD INTRODUCTION TO DRAMA
Fourth Edition
Lee A. Jacobus, University of Connecticut
2001/PAPER/1 850 PAGES
Companion  Web  site : www.bedfordstmartins.com/jacobus

The Bedford Introduction to Drama is the most comprehensive intro-
ductory text available, offering a wealth of plays, commentaries, and 
editorial features that constitute a complete resource for students and 
instructors.

Also available:

THE COMPACT
BEDFORD INTRODUCTION TO DRAMA
Fourth Edition
Lee A. Jacobus, University of Connecticut
September  2000/paper /1 000 pages
Companion  Web  site : www.bedfordstmartins.com/jacobus

WAYS OF MAKING LITERATURE MATTER
A Brief Guide
John Schilb, Indiana University
John Clifford, University of North Carolina at Wilmington
2001/paper /224 pages

Companion  Web  site : www.bedfordstmartins.com/literature/makinglitmatter

This short text — an ideal supplement for introductory literature courses 
— fuses the most current work in both literary and composition studies to 
help students build their personal responses to literature into compelling 
arguments about it.

Also available:

MAKING LITERATURE MATTER 
An Anthology for Readers and Writers 
John Schilb, Indiana University
John Clifford, University of North Carolina at Wilmington 
2000/paper /1728 paces /Instructor 's Manual  
Extensive  Ancillary  Package
Companion  Web  site : www.bedfordstmartins.com/literature/makinglitmatter

Online Now!
LITLINKS
www.bedfordstmartins.com/Iitlinks
Clear, concise annotations and links to over 500 professionally main-
tained sites help students browse with direction, whether they're looking 
for a favorite text, additional biographical information about an author, 
critical articles, or conversation with other students and scholars.
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h  Thinking and Writing About 
Literature Puts Writing First

THINKING AND WRITING ABOUT LITERATURE 
A Text and Anthology
Second Edition
Michael Meyer, University of Connecticut

2001/paper /1 200 paces

Companion  Web  site : www.bedfordstmartins.com/bedlit

Thinking and Writing About Literature combines three books in one — a 
composition text, an introduction to literature, and a thematic anthology 
— all working together to help students become better academic writers, 
better literary readers.

“The strength ot Thinking and Writing About Literature lies in the fact that
it puts writing first; it asks students to approach literature as writers
(rather than starting first as readers and then realizing that they also need
to write something).” cc- u «, • •.6 — Shari Horner, Shippensburg University

™ A Literary Gold Mine

Available Now!

COMPACT SECOND EDITION

Literature.
“3 its Its Writers

LITERATURE AND ITS WRITERS ■■ I
An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry, and Drama
Second Edition
Ann Charters, University of Connecticut
Samuel Charters

2001/PAPER/2200 PACES
Instructor 's Manual

Companion  Web  site : www.bedfordstmartins.com/charters

With its unique emphasis on how authors talk about what they do, this 
introductory anthology lets the words of the writers guide students in their 
exploration of the many ways to read, think, and write about literature.

“/ not only find Literature and Its Writers to be an excellent instructional 
text, but I feel that my students are spending a semester with a literary 
gold mine. Many of them discover this and read far more selections than 
are assigned for the course.”

— Jane Whorton, Pearl River Community College

Also available:

LITERATURE AND ITS WRITERS
An Introduction to Fiction, Poetry, and Drama
Compact Second Edition
Ann Charters, University of Connecticut 
Samuel Charters
2001/paper /1 600 paces
Companion  Web  site : www.bedfordstmartins.com/charters r
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